
Site Survey Report – St. Stephen’s College, Pamua, Makira 
 
Surveyor: David Leeming 
 
Date:  19-21s t March 2005 
 
A site survey was carried out by David Leeming for the proposed learning centre at St. 
Stephen’s College.  
 
The TOR for the site surveys is attached in the annex. The site survey was intended to 
be a full week, but in this case due to time constraints only a 3 day initial visit was 
possible. However, as it emerged, the school will complete the full set of activities 
themselves. 
 
The following activ ities were completed: 
 

1. A joint school meeting was held and the following achieved: 
a. Orientation/preparation of the school management and teachers  
b. The readiness of the college was verified; 
c. The management arrangements during and after the project were 

explained; 
d. 3 teachers nominated for Champion Teacher; 
e. Supervisor and Champion Teacher issues were identified for agreement 

by DLCP and MEHRD; 
f. An existing building was proposed for the site and was surveyed and 

photographed; 
g. The arrangements and responsibilities, sources of materials and 

timescales for the contracting, design and construction were identified; 
h. The ownership issues and required formalities were identified (for the use 

of the building);  
 

2. A public awareness meeting was held with representatives from the nearby 
communities; 
 

3. The senior students were briefed and participatory activities for the students 
(there are over 30 F6 students) were identified including: 

a. Discussions and debates of ICT issues; 
b. Research surveys of villages (awareness of ICT, communication and 

information needs, distance education needs, special needs); 
c. Awareness briefings for the learning centre, in the nearby villages; 

 
4. Linkages were identified 

 
 
 



School Meeting 
 
Present: 
 
Pamua NSS 

Sam Aruhu, Principal 
Headley Vickers, Deputy Principal 
Julian Treadaway, Form 6 Tutor and ex-Director, USP Centre 
Castro: Social Science and history 
Florence: Typist 
Mathew: Science 
Roland: Science 
John: Business Studies 
Paul: Maths 

Vocational Training Centre 
Kevin Adshead, VSA Teacher Trainer 
Mathew, Teacher 

DLCP 
David Leeming, DLCP 

 
Agenda 
 

1. Presentation on the project (printed handouts) 
2. Management and project arrangements 
3. Locating / constructing the centre 
4. Inspection of proposed site  

 
Minutes 
 

• The attendees were issued with handouts and David presented it 
• The school are all aware and very agreeable to the centre.  
• They were not aware that the centres would have full Internet, Julian had been 

expecting email only. This was a pleasant surprise. 
• The school has the services of two VSAs, Kevin and Gill Adshead. Kevin is leading 

teacher training at the vocational centre and is ideally placed to lead the 
construction work. 

• A college proposed an existing building for the centre: 
o The college has an existing new 2-story building funded by AusAid that 

has a space available on the ground floor (see attached photos). 
o The contractor would be the vocational centre (RTC). They are already 

preparing the second half of the ground floor for a NZAid-funded library. 
The two facilities would complement each other well. The same timber 
supplier would be used for the centre as for the library. An architect has 
already been identified (proposed by the College); he is Richard 
Marahora (now with Telekom) who has a close relationship with Pamua. 

o The building is owned by the Pamua NSS and the COM. The ownership 
issues will require that the COM and the college schools write to the 
DLCP formally granting perpetual use of the space for the DLCP. 

o The site would be inspected after the school meeting 
• The school questioned the role of the champion teacher. It seemed somewhat 

confused in the light of Julian and Kevin’s roles, with Julian having driven the 
application and Kevin being identified as a(the) key contact person during the 
construction phase. David agreed to clarify the TOR of the champion teacher at a 
later time. However, he explained that a champion teacher is one who promotes 



and encourages development of the centre and it’s utilization. He she would be a 
main contact person for external and internal enquiries and would report to the 
school/college. The level of technical involvement was unclear. In the viewpoint of 
the DLCP, a champion teacher would need to be aware of the potential of the 
facility and would therefore need to have some technical awareness, but 
enthusiasm and commitment would be the main criteria, as technical knowledge 
would be acquired through DLCP workshops, training (by the Supervisor) and 
through familiarity when the centre gets going. 
 
Three teachers expressed an interest. They were given the chance to discuss this 
on an individual basis with David after the meeting. The issues were discussed in 
a bit more detail. These were: 

o Castro 
o Roland 
o Paul 

 
All three were interested in the amount of IT training to be offered. It was 
explained again that the champion teacher would have some in-school training 
by the supervisor, would attend workshops and would have plenty of opportunity 
for self learning. 
 
Julian explained that the wife of the Primary School Principal, neither of whom 
were available to attend the meeting this time, is an experienced typist with 
computing and other relevant skills and might make a good candidate for either 
the supervisor or the champion teacher role. He will discuss this with her and her 
husband, who is also a key person with IT knowledge and ideas of how the 
centre may be utilized.  
 
A concern voiced by the teachers is that their teaching load might prevent useful 
input on a daily basis. A request was made that maybe the Ministry could be 
approached to formally accept a light load as a result of this responsibility. This is 
similar to the Careers Teacher, who has that extra role recognized with less 
classroom hours required of him/her. They also need time off to attend DLCP 
workshops, etc. David agreed to recommend this to the MEHRD and clarify. 
  

• The Supervisor role was then discussed. The college suggested that as it was 
hoped that this role would be made an official teaching service position, and that 
it required people with an aptitude for training, why not recruit a trained teacher. 
They would then have experience of working with students and would be used to 
a teacher’s salary. 
 
David agreed to recommend this to MEHRD (through PIU). Some points that need 
addressing are the availability of suitable teachers with IT background and if they 
could be allowed to work without officially teaching (until computer studies are 
formally introduced).  
 

• The costs of running the centre were raised. David explained that the total 
monthly running costs would be likely to be around $3,000 p.m. (excluding 
Supervisor salary). It was hoped that the schools would be given an IT budget, 
and that the remaining amount would be expected from pay-to-use revenues. It 
was explained that so0me email stations are getting close to $1,000 p.m. and 
they have very reduced facilities compared to the stations. Therefore, it was 
regarded as a reasonable target. Additional monies would come from linkages, 
such as the proposed rural banking application, and through many potential side 



effects that the ICT is very likely to bring. The running costs are therefore not 
onerous. They would be supported by the project until late 2007 (the project will 
pay 24 months access from August/Sept 2005), and further through savings of 
revenues collected during the project, so there would be plenty of time to build 
the utilization. The project will also be developing a business plan to support 
sustainable operation. 
 

• The issue of computer reliability was discussed. Pamua has had bad experience 
with computers, that do not last very long. The high temperature and humidity 
and proximity to the sea were noted as possible causes. David noted that PFnet 
has had only 2 laptop failures due to corrosion in similar situations (Sigana is 
even in a leaf house), and those were second hand computers already 2 years 
old. Many PFnet stations now have 2-3 years with no failures.  
 
On comparing notes, a significant difference in usage pattern emerged. In Pamua,   
power supply limitations mean that computers cannot be used more than 2-3 
hours per day and are probably used less on average. PFnet computers are used 
8 hours per day. This would have the effect of keeping the electronics dried out.  
 
The effect of air-conditioning was discussed. Julian noted that USP had the policy 
that no air conditioning should be used in most cases (presumably their main 
servers, etc., do have climate control), and that ventilation should be maintained. 
This policy is most likely founded on the fact that it is temperature cycling that 
causes the worst condensation, and that if constant 24/7 cooling cannot be 
maintained, then the next best solution is to rely on natural temperatures, which 
do not change significantly most of the time. 
 
The parties therefore agreed that the best reliability would be expected by: 
(a) Maintaining good ventilation but not using air-con; 
(b) Aiding cooling by designing ventilation grills under the laptop placements; 
(c) Making sure they are on for a good proportion of every day; 
(d) The centre is away from the beach, in the zone where less rusting of roofing is 
observed. 
 

• Communications: an email link exists with the school. Although it should be used 
sparingly, the VSAs have a satellite phone and collect email every day. Email can 
also be sent to the COM office in Kirakira, who will pass messages by radio and/or 
canoe. Shipping is weekly. 
 
Cost of a return trip including canoe transfers: 
Airfare:     $1030 
Taxi transfers Kirakira: $60 
Canoe transfers Pamua: $500 
Total:    $1590  
Accommodation in Kirakira (Freshwinds) is approximately $260 per day including 
all meals. Cheaper is available. Return canoe travel to the largest nearby villages 
is about $200 per trip. 

 
ACTIONS 

§ David to draft the Champion Teacher TOR. 
§ David to clarify with MEHRD (through PIU) the Champion Teacher and 

Supervisor positions concerning issues raised. 
§ David to arrange, with help from the College, letters of confirmation that the 

building space can be granted rent free to the centre. 



§ DLCP and PFnet to agree with PIU on the proposed building and contractual 
process and DLCP to follow up as appropriate. 

§ A Champion Teacher should be agreed, once the TOR is finalised and 
explained to the college  

 
Site Inspection 
 
The building proposed is located on the south side of the college campus next to the 
main access road along the coast, which joins sizable populations including 800+ in 
the Tikopean settlement of Nukukaisi. The building is oriented roughly E-W and thus 
the roof would be suitable for mounting solar panels. On all sides the building is clear 
and there are no trees causing shading or obstructing the satellite view. 
 
The base is concrete. The walls have been started but it is not too late to completely 
remove them if the design requires this. 
 
Half the ground floor is allocated to a library, which is complementary to the proposed 
learning centre. 
 
As explained above, the ownership is clear and the parties are agreeable to confirming 
the allocation of the space in a formal letter (the COM was not involved in the 
meeting, but the college parties do not foresee any problem).  
 
Also as explained above, the arrangement for the construction are very 
straightforward. The contractor would be the vocational college itself, which handles 
all the timber supply, etc. An architect with links to the community has been identified 
and design work could start immediately. 
 
The building dimensions are ideal – 7.5m square. 
 
A floor plan and photographs are attached. 
 
[Opinion – David Leeming] In all respects, St. Stephen’s College has been proved as 
an excellent choice for a first centre, to be completed quickly with minimal risks and 
be up and running on schedule in order to demonstrate the utility of the centres and 
test the processes for the benefit of the continued program.    
 
Risks  
 
Risk of ownership problems associated with the use of an existing building would 
appear to be low. These would be controlled further by making sure all the parties – 
college, COM and community sign a formal letter granting the space in the building to 
the MEHRD for us as a learning centre for perpetuity.  
 
The risk of losing management control of the site construction would be minimized 
through careful consideration of the design and calculation of the costs, and then 
signing a negotiated, fixed price contract with the college (COM might be involved – to 
be identified). They have an existing relationship with timber suppliers (timber being 
one of the commonest cause of disputes in rural construction projects) and have 
already an agreement in place for the NZAid library. All the control of the cutting 
would be their responsibility.  
 
Risks of disputes would be minimized further by investigating how the communities 
could most equitably participate and benefit from the construction. This would 



increase community sense of ownership, awareness and improve the subsequent 
utilization of the centre. It is recommended that the contract include this as a 
requirement of the contractor – to involve the community as much as possible, as 
fairly as possible. A community agreement might be considered to cement this 
partnership. 
 
Actions 

• Providing the JMC and PIU agree, DLCP will draft a design brief and discuss with 
the proposed architect and the college representative, Kevin Adshead. The 
architect will be contracted to draw up a design and materials list. Once this is 
completed, the cost of building will be estimated by an independent party (Tim 
of the SRP has volunteered) and a contract price agreed. 

 
Community awareness 
 

• A meeting was held and representatives from the main villages each side of 
Pamua were invited. A canoe was sent out with free transport. 

• The meeting attracted most of the teachers from the college including ones not 
present at the school meeting. 

• People from the main villages on each side were present. 
• The same presentation was given and several copies of the handouts, to be 

posted up in the nearby villages. 
• Questions were invited and various points were clarified by David 
• It is hoped the school can extend and continue awareness raising, including 

through learning activities by the senior students (see below). 
 
 
School student awareness and participation 

 
• Pamua has a large Form 6 (over 30). These were called to a meeting and David 

and Julian briefed them on the project and the potential it will offer them. 
• The students were invited to debate the pros and cons of ICT and Internet. The 

class discussion was a bit stilted – the students may have been a bit shy. But 
Julian said he would engage them in relevant work, for instance: 

o Surveys of villages on ICT awareness 
o Awareness meetings in nearby villages 
o Classroom debates and assignments on ICT, e-learning and distance 

education opportunities via the ICT 
 
 
 
 



Annex: Terms of Reference for Site Surveys 
 
The site surveys will be performed by well-qualified Rural Development Volunteers 
(RDVs), typically graduates, who will be trained by the DLCP. DLCP, RDD and/or PFnet 
staff may also undertake some of the surveys.  
 
The purpose of the surveys will be to: 
 

• To hold meetings to prepare the school management and verify the readiness 
of the school; 

• Explain to the school and partners the management arrangements during and 
after the project; 

• Identify the champion teacher; 
• Hold a school meeting to explain to students.  

 
• Verify the initial condition of the site, taking photographs; 
• Decide on the building / construction requirements; 
• Agree a practical schedule for shipping of materials and construction, and sign 

an agreement with the school; 
 

• Hold a public meeting to raise awareness; 
• Identify any other possible linkages and hold orientation meetings with any 

such groups; 
 

Overall Agenda 
 

Day 1. Meeting with the school including school board. 
Day 2. Site inspection, measurements, etc. 
Day 3. Awareness meetings: 

- Public/community 
- School students 
- Women’s groups 
- Church groups  

Day 4. Visit nearby educational establishments and hold meetings: 
- Other schools 
- RTCs 
- Other 

Day 5. Visit other entities that may be linked, and hold meetings: 
- Tourism operations 
- Businesses / industries 
- Clinics 
- Other groups continued from Day 3 

Day 6. Wrap up meeting with school 



Photo Gallery: Proposed existing building for development. 
 
The building is Aus-Aid funded. The space below the completed second-story classrooms is to be divided 
into two. One half is allocated to a NZAid-funded library and they propose situating the learning centre in 
the other half. 
 

 
Picture A. South side. Library on left, learning centre on right (ground floor).  

The picture was taken from the main road running through Pamua  
 

 
Picture B. East side. The dish would go to the left, near this end of the building facing towards the 

camera, inclined at 60 degrees upwards. 
 



 
Picture C. SE side 

 

 
Picture D. NE side – the centre will be on the left, ground floor 



 
Picture E. The space proposed for the centre  

 

 
Picture F. The space proposed for the centre  



 
Picture G. The space allocated to the NZAid-funded library, viewed from the proposed centre  

 

 
Picture H. Space proposed for the centre  



 
Picture J This wall may be moved out to the outside perimeter to add more space. 



 
 

Approximate floor plan of proposed site. This is ground floor of a 2-story building (see photos above). The base is concrete. The 
outer walls of the DLC side have been partly built up but can be changed or moved. The existing wall across the DLC space will be 

moved out to the boundary (see picture J above). There are six pillars equally spaced. 


